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1. CALL MEETING TO ORDER 
This meeting was called to order at 6:06 p.m. 
 
2. ROLL CALL 
President Teixeira, Vice President Atienza, Chief of Staff Bradley, Attorney General Harris, 

Director Walberg, Director Desamero, and Director Kinel were present. 
 
Director Henderson, Director Schultz, Director Nason, and Director Gbenjo were absent 

excused. 
 
A quorum was present. 
 
3. PUBLIC COMMENT 

a. Dr. James Beattie – Foundations Training- not attending today. 
4. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

a. Consent Items: 
i. Minutes of October 26, 2017 (Attachment A) Mackenzie, Truscott, no 

abstention, motion carries. 
ii. Minutes of November 8, 2017 (Attachment B) 

iii. Minutes of January 31, 2017 (Attachment C) 
5. REPORTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OFFICERS 

a.  Director Spencer Schultz sent Quinton to budget and finance. They have $8,000 that 
they have to spend by the end of the year. They can do this in multiple events and ways. 
They usually spend out of the capital account. Blue wave 2018 midterms. ASUN UNR 
new wave.  

Truscott suggested  

 

Overholser suggested Wolf Pack Smart Talk t-shirts with the Bill of Rights 
on the back of t-shirts. 

 

Schultz said to design shirts.  

b. Assistant Director Keely Gardner was absent excused. 

c. Policy Director Quinton Overholser said there are no big updates other than interns. 
One is working on getting in contact with Give Pulse for one event each day for 
National Volunteer Week. Three are confirmed and they are looking for three more. He 
also taught his intern how to do cold calling, she gained confidence. He will discuss 
Legislation Tracker later. 

d. Policy Analyst Katie Worrall - no update. 

e. Projects Director Jake Truscott - waits for section six. 

f. Projects Coordinator Mackenzie Nelson said that, for the Smart Talk, he sent emails 
to potential speakers. He sent one to an assemblywoman, and has gotten one response 
so far, saying she can’t come. Carissa Bradley will speak and advertise on social media. 
Starting tomorrow he will start making more phone calls.  

6. NEW BUSINESS 
The Department will review, discuss, and debate the following event and budget 
proposals. Actions may be taken to approve favorable proposals. 
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 I. Meet Your Legislator Update – Truscott has had issues with scheduling- the jazz 
schedule has reserved every event space through the month of April. Funds are too 
little. The theater is reserved for May 1st, 2018, a Tuesday. Confirmation of the event 
will come within the next two or three days. Joe Movie nights are usually Thursday and 
Friday. They will also be catering the event. They also need to get more ideas on how 
they want to advertise. Smart Talks also need to be consolidated into one big event 
rather than two smaller events. President Johnson might make an appearance. 
Everything else is good. 
 II. Silver State Exchange Discussion – Schultz will inform the Senate.  
 III. Priorities for next year (Timeline/Goals) – be thinking of what you want next 
person you want in your role next year. Schultz said he could buy turbo vote for next 
year so next director doesn’t have to do that. Money will wrap around in the capital 
account. The biggest issue is trying to plan a Smart Talk event for January. Schultz said 
that the funding system at TMCC would probably function here, but that is not the 
case.  
 
Truscott said that individuals running for executive office might be more open to it. 
 IV. Governor Event Update 
 V. Legislative Tracker Preliminary Budget Discussion – looking for full support. This 
would change a lot for Legislative Affairs in terms of how they engage students and 
representatives. It would hold more students at a more passive rate on more questions 
than anything they could do with policy chalkboards. It could go into government, 
Legislative Affairs, Legislation Tracker, and see all legislation they are currently tracking. 
Colored boxes will define it. Students can log in with their Net ID so it holds them 
accountable and reduces negative posting. They can then pull opinions from students 
for their legislation and create some sort of policy fix within.  
 
Truscott said that the next Smart Talk would be more policy oriented with specific 
topics. He will ask the university what they would like to see.  
 
Overholser said they would advertise the legislation tracker as well. Policy analyst and 
director will have more responsibilities next year. Policy analyst takes care of digesting 
comments and putting them into a readable format. The Policy director will also be in 
charge of new inputs and making sure things stay clean.  

7. REMARKS 
a. Members of the Department may give remarks to the Director and Assistant 

Director – Make Your Mark went really well. Next time, they can take that and 
get a second white board, as well as maybe get a TV and a speaker.  

8. STAFF REPORT(S) 

a. Members of the ASUN professional staff may provide comments and updates 
to the Department 

9. PUBLIC COMMENT 
There was no public comment to be heard at this time. 
 
10. ADJOURNMENT 
This meeting was adjourned at 6:53 p.m.  
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Department of Legislative Affairs Meeting  
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11. CALL MEETING TO ORDER 
Senator Schultz called this meeting to order at 8:05 a.m. 

 
12. ROLL CALL 
Senator Schultz, Policy Director Overholser, Policy Analyst Romans, Projects Director Truscott, 

and Projects Coordinator Irving were present. 
 
Assistant Director Eshenbaugh was absent excused. 
 
A quorum was present. 

 
13. PUBLIC COMMENT 
There was no public comment to be heard at this time.  

 
14. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
There were no minutes to approve at this time. 

 
15. REPORTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OFFICERS 

g. Director Spencer Schultz said that he is currently working on mental health legislation 
data. He and Sebastian will be meeting with counseling services soon, next week on the 
second. Data is from 2016 but they are working on getting more current data. Nevada is 
ranked top 5 in suicide rate for the past 10 years. He will try and find the 18-24 ranges 
for UNR. Then, he will ask counseling services for data about the suicide rate on 
campus. They need to find out whether or not to give public announcements about the 
suicide rate and rate of counseling services scheduled appointments. This would be in 
order to see if more counseling services are needed. The legislation will be a mental 
health resolution expanding the program and will need Senate approval. Regarding 
tuition and fees, Schultz finished the NSHE committee, and there will be a 3.6% 
increase over the next four years. It will take tuition and fees from $224 to $322.25 per 
credit. Over the last eight years, there has been a 28% increase in tuition, which is 
relatively conservative. Regarding lobbying presentation, ASUN and interns (would like 
Brita’s help) will boil lobbying down to three things: knowledge, passion, and 
relationship building. Schultz is meeting with Noah Bird for the Nevada Career Option. 
They are discussing a new one-to-one program where you take a three-credit course, and 
the state pays for it. You sign a contract during your freshman year, and they pay half 
your tuition, you just have to serve one year within the state. It is like an internship 
program. Other states have programs just like this. There is a new idea, based off of 
Berkeley that was brought about at a social change-making event. Schultz wants to 
incentivize local companies to allow students to present entrepreneurial ideas to solve 
problems in the community. They will need a strategic master plan committee for this, 
like the President's cabinet- executive boardroom. Also, he and Noah Teixeira are 
working with Uber to see if they can get a partnership with them. He is also expecting 
an update for polos hopefully today. They are coming up with a Las Vegas resolution, 
honoring the victims of the shooting. DACA is also supporting students. Soon, the 
point assessment program will start, and Schultz will assign a quarter point for being 
late, using the current point scale. He will email Gardner and she can assess the points. 
He then asked policy how 1874 is going as well as the Legislative tracker.  
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Overholser said that the Legislation tracker will be ready on Monday, but the cons and 
pros are switched on the website and there is no division between the sides. This 
includes weapons deals and the second amendment and college campuses. He will work 
on it and let them know by end of week. As for 1874, Chris Partridge gave a lot of info. 
There is an excel sheet with data in terms of how many organizations joined the 
partnerships for each month, and how many students volunteered each month. April 
and March have the most per year.  

 

Romans is asking for 3 things: professional training, application forum, and tax sheet. 
Based off the numbers from the beginning of year, they have 10,000 hours from August 
until now for volunteering hours. Last year, there were 7,000 total the whole year. 
Instead of having an event in March, they should hold off until the April Day of Service. 
As for BDR legislation, she is meeting with Steven Wednesday.  

 

Schultz asked about voter registration and the municipal elections game plans.  

 

Irving said there are 3 scheduled Make Your Mark events, with a voter registration drive 
in each. The elections Smart Talk should not be debate style, but sharing platform style.   

 

Schultz said he needs to make sure everyone in the department knows what they’re 
supposed to be doing before setting up a polling station. Dr. Beattie sent graphics for 
the local elections, which will be tailored to campus. They might hold a mock election 
for ASUN elections, etc. 

h. Assistant Director Keely Gardner- absent excused 

i. Policy Director Quinton Overholser said that an incentive is needed to get the 1874 
students activated. There will be a barbecue at the end of the day that gets students out 
to the quad for sense of community; we need to step further and act like global citizens. 
People or attendees of the concert can earn their tickets by doing a certain number of 
community service hours.  

 

Irving suggested tying this into the Spring Concert Series.  

 

Hannah Jackson, Brandon Walberg, and Nicole Flangas need to provide support for the 
1874 legislation to go through Senate. Also, Ralston can’t make it to the December 12th 
Smart Talk, but he can do the one at the end of March. Amber Joiner would also be 
happy to do a Smart Talk. There is also a new Legislative Affairs email that Raul created, 
and Overholser is the administrator of the drive. It is the same email for the legislation 
tracker. 

j. Policy Analyst Brita Romans is working on lobbying cooperation between NSHE 
institutions and research. She is meeting with Steven Wednesday to get the 2025 No 
Walls plan and sustainability initiatives going.  

k. Projects Director Jake Truscott reviewed previous Smart Talks- the 10/24 Smart Talk 
had 75-90 attendees, and he got their contact information for future events. He received 
comments from administration expressing that in the planning stages, they need to 
remain nonpartisan. As for the 11/14 Smart Talk, they are working on DACA, and 
alumni are sending representatives from the Nevada legislature. Amber Joiner will be 
coming for Nevada Now.  
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Irving said that she and Director Rodriguez are meeting with Director Gbenjo today.  

 

Truscott said that it would be good to include the Next Gen Nevada representative. Bob 
Potts is in charge of economic development.  

 

They need Teixeira to talk to President Johnson, or anyone that can get into the 
governor’s office. March 13th is the Smart Talk with Shapiro. They will be moving 
forward once everything is confirmed. Make Your Mark and voter registration is 
scheduled for spring but are tentative for fall. Days in the spring include February 22, 
March 29, but they are still picking a date for April and May. They are working on 
elections with Washoe Democrats and Republicans. 

l. Projects Coordinator Carin Irving talked about the February 22nd and March 29th Talks. 
Shapiro vs. Rye is one idea. For the end of May, the need to plan for Make Your Mark. 
They also need to ask what students want to see on campus, as well as tentative ideas for 
future Smart Talks. February 8th could be Take a Knee, and March 8th could be Nevada 
elections. April 12th could be immigration and the 10th could be Domestic Policy. She is 
working with the Wolf Shop and Inkblot to promote these.  

16. NEW BUSINESS 
The Department will review, discuss, and debate the following event and budget 
proposals. Actions may be taken to approve favorable proposals. 
 I. Wolf Pack Smart Talks 

17. REMARKS 
a. Members of the Department may give remarks to the Director and Assistant 

Director- last night went over interns, mandatory volunteer hours for the next 
year, don’t like making things mandatory, Keely drafting a training for them. 
Department structure, mission, who we are, etc. brings interns to social events. 
Create network before they get into asun next year. Assignments.  

18. STAFF REPORT(S) 

a. Members of the ASUN professional staff may provide comments and updates 
to the Department- none.  

19. PUBLIC COMMENT- Dr. Beattie said that the DACA Smart Talk is a good idea. 
Quinton said that they did a good job on the recent Wolf Pack Smart Talks. They spent 
a lot of time working on them.  

20. ADJOURNMENT 
This meeting was adjourned at 8:29 a.m. 
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Department of Legislative Affairs Meeting 
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21. CALL MEETING TO ORDER 
Senator Schultz called this meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. on Wednesday, November 8th, 2017 in 

room 320 of the Joe Crowley Student Union. 
 

22. ROLL CALL 
Senator Schultz, Assistant Director Gardner, Projects Director Truscott, and Projects Coordinator 

Irving were present. 
 
Policy Director Overholser was absent excused. 
 
A quorum was present. 
 

23. PUBLIC COMMENT 
There was no public comment to be heard at this time. 
 

24. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
There were no minutes to approve at this time. 
 

25. REPORTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OFFICERS 

m.  Director Spencer Schultz 

n. Assistant Director Keely Gardner 

o. Policy Director Quinton Overholser 

p. Policy Analyst Brita Romans 

q. Projects Director Jake Truscott 

r. Projects Coordinator Carin Irving 

26. NEW BUSINESS 
The Department will review, discuss, and debate the following event and budget 
proposals. Actions may be taken to approve favorable proposals. 

I. Wolf Pack Smart Talks  
 
Truscott said that the Smart Talks are going well. 
 
In terms of future plans, he needs to get representatives for future Smart Talks. It will be an 
election year for Nevada next year, so the next legislative session will be in 2019. He needs 
to start inviting people running for Nevada office to come speak at Smart Talks, such as 
Jared Fisher, who is running for the governor’s seat. He is putting out new ideas in terms of 
how his department is marketing and framing the event. His focus is mostly on Irving. April 
will be the final Smart Talk for the school year. He mostly wants representatives running for 
Governor and Mayor in the state of Nevada to attend. They will most likely talk about 
platforms. This will be a good platform moving into next academic year. 
 
Senator Gardner said she would bring candidates to campus. 
 
 
27. REMARKS 

a. Members of the Department may give remarks to the Director and Assistant 
Director Irving has 4 confirmed speakers for the DACA Smart Talk. She will 
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help market and get more attendees. She has personal experience that will make 
it more interesting than informational. The ballroom is going to be booked soon 
for Nevada Now. 

 
Noah Teixeira entered the room at 7:03 p.m. 

28. STAFF REPORT (S) 

a. Members of the ASUN professional staff may provide comments and updates 
to the Department 

29. PUBLIC COMMENT 
 
Brita Romans got appointed to a new position. Director of sustainability can still work on things. 

Reach out to people with new connections for environmental things. Working with Quinton for 
1874, community clean up. Last semester, intern for democratic caucus.  

 
President Teixeira said that President Johnson or the Provost might be able to come. The Provost 

will most likely be available. 
 
Truscott said that it would be a debate style event in March 2018. They will invite Ben Shapiro. 

From that, they have 3 options. First option is a debate style event, which would be $25,000. 
They will market outside with other colleges. There is also an administrative budget. 1.5 months 
ago, Flangas met with the Dean of Liberal Arts who seemed interested. They will put in a 
funding request to see what they can get. Journalism school is also sending two speakers.  

 
Irving suggested that they get someone to counter Shapiro such as Michelle White from Las Vegas, 

or the former WD States Director for Hilary. They also want to invite Democrats. They will 
have to fund her travel fees. She has a strong personality and could go back and forth with 
Shapiro. The event is expensive and don’t have the funds yet. 

 
Truscott said that White and Ralston are the same idea. They ran Hilary’s campaign in Nevada. They 

need someone local who has an understanding of Nevada. Their second option is to hold two 
events. Dr. Beattie suggested this because it will be easier on the university. They should not 
exceed $25,000. They would need to pay for two venues; security, etc. and they need two 
speakers to fill the room in that case. Option 3 is to do nothing. They are trying to plan for a 
couple months in advance. They need a hard offer, and they can’t get that until they get a 
confirmed number.  

 
Teixeira said that the biggest issue with this event is Sean King and Lauren Cooley and the dialogue 

between the two of them. There is an issue of mediating it. They need to factor in mediation 
costs, and find someone that can mediate the two of them. Sean King could be a mediator. The 
audience will also not want to not sit back; they will want to throw in their own opinion, so a 
good mediator is needed. As soon as they come to campus, they might realize there is not a 
good mediator and might leave. If there is an unequal voice, they will run into problem with the 
look of bringing Shapiro and white together, we would rather have one prevail than the other. 
Sean king was equal for both. Voice wise- Lauren Cooley is smarter. Van jones is just as large. 
$65,000.  

 
Truscott said that they need to find a mediator. Right now, they just need to get an idea of the 

budget. Then they can find a mediator. 
 
Irving said that Amber Joiner would come back and mediate.  
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Teixeira said that John Ralston would be a good mediator. 
 
Truscott said that they could invite him if he is just mediating, but they are trying to avoid the idea 

of staffing conservatives versus liberals. 
 
Teixeira said he wants someone from the press for a mediator.  
 
Truscott said that they would put together a list keeping in mind the idea of democrat versus liberal. 

They need to appear non-partisan. Ben Shapiro might be good; he wrote his own biography.  
 
Truscott said that they would make sure the ordeal appears non-partisan. Arguments can appear 

partisan so they will try to make it appear even.  
 
Teixeira said that, with money, they would have $21,000 coming from ASUN, as well as another 

4,000 on top of that. The budget piece is not on him.  
 
Truscott said he just needs support from the executive board. It is easier if they show a unified 

front. It proves that there is a sense of unity behind the whole thing.  
 
Teixeira will request 6,000 from the executive account, because it is not an appropriate use of funds. 

They need to find more money within the budget. It won’t work in the ASUN budget. He 
recommended going out and talking to Director Rodriguez. Office of Provost and Shannon 
Nellis found money throughout the university. This type of accounting is surface level. They 
will need to go deeper and find money somewhere else. He also needs more specific numbers.  

 
Gardner suggested writing a letter explaining what they are going to do with the money and pledge 

funding toward it. 
 
Teixeira said he needs more accurate numbers so he can get support with other speakers. 
 
Truscott said the Dean of the College of Liberal Arts said to put in an official funding request- 

ASUN first.  
 
Teixeira said they just need to give him a dollar amount. 
 
Truscott said he would draw it out, get the steps in order, and organize a clear idea. 
 
Teixeira said that the first step is to go out and get potential donors for the event. An official 

funding request is needed. Democrats and republicans would like to see this event happen in 
Reno. People love marketing. Sagebrush is completely self-funded. 

 
Schultz said he has democratic connections.  
 
Gardner had her first intern meeting last Wednesday going on in ASUN. The next meeting will be 

next Wednesday, the 15th. Tomorrow, she is finalizing the table skirt.  
 
Irving said that this week, they have to push. Michelle White can hold her own, she will be 

catapulting her career. Because she is on stage with Shapiro, Ralston needs to keep it non-
political. Two male energies on stage would not be good.  
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30. ADJOURNMENT 

This meeting was adjourned at 7:26 p.m. 
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Department of Legislative Affairs  
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31. CALL MEETING TO ORDER 
Senator Schultz called this meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. 
 

32. ROLL CALL 
Senator Schultz, Assistant Director Gardner, Policy Director Overholser, Projects Director Truscott, 
Projects Coordinator Nelson, and Policy Analyst Worrall were present. 
 
A quorum was present. 

 
33. PUBLIC COMMENT 

There was no public comment to be heard at this time. 

 
34. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
There were no minutes to approve at this time. 

 
35. REPORTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OFFICERS 

s.  Director Spencer Schultz said that over break, he sat down with Dr. Beattie and 
discussed the voter registration numbers. He is impressed with the work interns are 
putting in. Executive board will hopefully be meeting Tuesdays, but they haven’t gotten 
a meeting that fits with all times. Public affairs will be at 1 or 4 on Fridays, and he wants 
to send someone from the Legislative department. Currently, he is working on IACS, 
which is releasing new data. Before, for every 1000 students, there would be 1 counselor 
on campus. Now, every 600 students require one counselor or one letter of 
appointment. This would ruin the rationale for the resolution he wants to pass. In other 
news, Truscott will set Wolf Pack Smart talks, and Overholser will pull policy 
chalkboard off of that. Diana is looking to move out of the department. The Editor in 
Chief of Sagebrush to move her over. Joco, Lauren, and Esmeralda are the three interns. 

t. Assistant Director Keely Gardner said that, regarding interns, Diana is moving and 
Austin will not be able to intern. There are 3 interns, and she will be meeting with them 
Tuesdays at 12, but not every week. The first meeting will be on the sixth, and she will 
create a calendar. In the meetings, they will discuss things that they should know and 
take any suggestions. Gardner also talked with Nelson, and would like to do a Meet 
Your Legislator event. She is thinking of making it a big gala or social in the ballrooms. 
They can get people to attend using advertising through inkblot. Also, candidates have 
started to surface with applying for positions in March. 
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u. Policy Director Quinton Overholser said that the Legislation Tracker is up in 

WebCampus. KPS3 is slow on getting back about pricing. On WebCampus, it is a 
course that all political science students are enrolled in. Overholser is the instructor. 
Soon, he will have all the content and modules up. He still needs to add all students into 
the course. Chalkboard this year will be done online, so they don’t have to go out to 
whiteboard meetings. He wants to change whiteboard from being off weeks to same 
weeks, and only chalkboard on Monday and Tuesday. They need to figure out schedules 
and tell members when the meetings are. He will also ask each member to do one hour 
on either Monday or Tuesday. Regarding 1864, he drafted interns on a script and 
reached out to GivePulse affiliates. He needs to reach out to Helena who is in charge of 
Campus Escort for transportation for the event. Instead of getting the hours all in one 
day, it will now be done during National Volunteer Week, which is 10 days. This would 
also ease the load on transportation and give them more time to gather information. He 
is also working on incorporation of his handbill and Chris’ handbill on how to sign up 
for GivePulse and how to log hours. This handbill incorporates two former ones. He 
also needs ideas for events for that day which is a Sunday. The week is April 15-21, and 
our day is the 22nd of April. This day does not compete with any sporting events. They 
aimed for as few conflicts as possible. The only issue is that it is harder to get students 
out to campus on a Sunday, and students might be studying for finals. He wants to 
partner with the community, and utilize the 42 affiliates on GivePulse. He will 
orchestrate all events or ask students to go out with social media blasts with contact 
information. This lets him gather more information on affiliates. He and Chris decided 
to organize it so that the students can do whatever volunteer events they want. Tabling 
schedule for the year also needs to be decided. Tabling event us going to be on April 
12th. He needs to send a budget draft. Also in GivePulse, he needs to see how many 
students are volunteering as well as their breakdowns. 60,000 students are on GivePulse. 
In the beginning of March, media blasts will go out to get those 60,000 students aware 
of the 1874 day. This will ensure that students are logging hours. 

v. Policy Analyst Katie Worrall is new to the department. She met with the Libertarian 
club and is reaching out to all social clubs to start working on the Youth Homelessness 
Association. For the composting, she talked with Full Circle Compost in Carson City. 
She will hopefully meet with Brita Romans soon. Environmental club is also working on 
it. 

w. Projects Director Jake Truscott- wait until section 6. 

x. Projects Coordinator Mackenzie Nelson- wait until section 6. 

36. NEW BUSINESS 
The Department will review, discuss, and debate the following event and budget 
proposals. Actions may be taken to approve favorable proposals. 

I. Wolf Pack Smart Talks and Policy Chalkboard Coordination- this was 
touched on earlier. Everyone with exception of Katie should have gotten 
access to the timeline for WPST. Tabling events are coming soon. The 
themes for Smart Talks are: February 27th, Women in Politics and Inclusion, 
and March 27th, Meet Your Legislator. From that, they are planning to do a 
meet and greet in the ballrooms. March Madness might be around the same 
time, so they won’t do in the first couple weeks of March. April 10th will be 
Nevada Now, with the original panel plus cosponsors. They will talk to 
Romans for contacts. On the 24th, they want to get individuals running for 
governor. They haven’t set dates with the Knowledge Center yet, but they 
want to make sure that it is a collective effort. They will also do voter 
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registration at each event. Midterm elections start to register in October, and 
they need an incentive for people to register to vote. They want to do some 
sort of international political involvement or ideologies with the Winter 
Olympics coming around. They will start bringing governors around in 
September. They want to give the next director lots of information about 
how to run the show. Gardner will work on the panel, and the social should 
include everyone. The date for Meet and Greet is March 27th, and governors 
will come on the 24th.  

 
Gardner suggested advertising starting the first Tuesday back from spring break. 

 
Later in the week, Mackenzie suggested advertising Make Your Mark. They want to 
table with a tent and have a whiteboard set up. In addition, it will be themed. More 
information will be available as the event draws closer. They want to have events during 
holidays or have monthly awareness events. They will provide food, drinks, or coffee if 
it is in the morning. When people write down issues, if they express an interest in 
changing something, they need to be told that the best way to do change something is 
to vote. So they can sign up to vote because of that.  
 
Schultz said that Marissa founded a club has to do with women trafficking. There is also 
a club called Awaken Reno.  
 
Mackenzie wants to reach out to student groups on campus and see if anyone wants to 
volunteer to table.  
 

II. Allocation of $500 toward Voter Drive Initiatives- 
 
Schultz sought to approve the motion of allocation of funds.  
 
Olverholser moved to approve. 
 
Truscott seconded the motion.  
 
There was an explanation of what the money is going toward. It is for Make Your 
Mark and WPST. Both are voter drive initiatives. It is for posters, food, etc. 
Olverholser said they should not reward someone just for registering to vote.  
 
There were no abstentions, and the motion carried. 
 

 III. Policy Update(s)- Olverholser went through the 1874 legislation. He is working 
on getting maps, news, and books. The maps will take longer. He is also sitting on the 
NITC. 
 IV. Projects Update(s)- done. 

37. REMARKS 
a. Members of the Department may give remarks to the Director and Assistant 

Director 
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38. STAFF REPORT(S) 

a. Members of the ASUN professional staff may provide comments and updates 
to the Department 

39. PUBLIC COMMENT 
There was no public comment to be heard at this time. 
 

40. ADJOURNMENT 
This meeting was adjourned at 7:30 p.m. 
 

 
 

 
 

 


